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Chief Marketing Officer practicum by Yandex, edtech expert, practicum.yandex.comArduino is an excellent platform for getting into hardware development and programming. But there are a few things you need to know before you get started. What is arduino? Arduino is a platform that helps you build DIY projects with electronics. You
take an Arduino board, some electrical and radio components, some wire, and maybe a soldering iron, and you can make things like: a weather station, an alarm clock, a smart remote controlled outlet, a home security system, a plant watering system, a smart light that lights up when it's dark, an LED lighting system for your home that
reacts to events on your computer, a robot and more. In it, arduino has three basic parts:A set of sockets that can generate or receive an electrical processing chipA that routes electricity to and from the socket, and also performs some basic logic and a mathA board that holds all this together. Why Arduino is amazing for beginnersArduino
is great for beginners for three reasons: The projects are easy to build. You can use the socket on the Arduino board to install cables and components. So you don't need a soldering iron to attach those things (although it's a good idea to have a soldering iron and know how to use it). When you do projects with Arduino, you also do not
need to sell items directly to the controller or use a custom-made PCB (permanent circuit board). Your project may not always look good, and there may be wires everywhere, but the project will work. Programming languages can be accessed. The code for Arduino resembles the C language, but actually uses a framework specifically
designed to talk to Arduino. And it is much easier to work with this Arduino framework than with C.There are many reference materials and projects. Arduino has a thriving community, and there are thousands of projects available for you to use and reuse. Look at the diinstruksikan.com sites — there is a whole universe of awesome things
built on Arduino.DownsidesArduino is a DIY learning platform, not suitable for commercial or mission-critical projects. This is the consumer level in everything, from how well it's built, to how fast it runs. However, Arduino gives you a good idea of how the controller works. So, once you learn how to make a prototype in Arduino, you can
start making your way in professional robotics. Arduino is slow. It runs only a single-threaded process (one command at a time) at a frequency of 16 Megahertz. You can overclock your Arduino a little (modify it to run at a higher speed than the official one), but Won't make a big difference. Arduino speed is enough for you to do simple
math or read sensors every 0.1 seconds, but you can't make your Arduino play 3D games or stream video. It's fast enough to play audio, though. How Arduino worksYou get arduino boards, Arduino, some very simple software that you can use to program the board, and write your first program. Usually, people start with a program that
makes LED lights flash at some level, but hey, it's been something cool! Arduino programs are basically written in C, but there are also some commands that help you talk to inputs and outputs Arduino.At essentially, Arduino programs can do these things:Take readings from certain inputsEnd some time to a certain outputWait for some
timeDo logic and mathematicsWith external libraries and components, Arduino can do other things as well, such as output text to an external LCD screen or operate an LED light panel. The magic of Arduino happens when you realize how these basic things are added to make a useful project. For example, here is a simple outline of the
Arduino program that helps detect intruders and turn on a red alert light whenever someone approaches your space:Take a reading from input 1, where you have a proximity sensorIf the reading is above a certain value, then send electricity to output 3, where you have a red warning light; then do nothing for 10 secondsElse, stop for 0.5
seconds and go back to step 1.This simple security system will give you information every time someone approaches your room or table. If you have light connected to output 3, it will light up. If you have a connected buzzer, it will buzz. You can connect a lot of things to your Arduino, and they will work the way you design them. With the
Arduino, you learn the core concept of all robotics and controlled machines: you just send electricity here and there. Your motor starts spinning, your sensor sends data, and the whole system lives — all thanks to the simple logic you burn to the controller. With Arduino, learning is fun, fast, and intuitive. And from there, you can go far.
Getting StartedGet StartedGet Arduino kits from your local dealerGo to Arduino.cc for software and manualEnjoy  For a simple project using Arduino, check out this tutorial on making snake classic games out of hardware. And if you are interested in learning more about programming, feel free to explore educational resources at
Practicum. We offer online education and guidance to help you build new skills and create an awesome career in technology. Join Hacker Noon Create your free account to unlock your custom reading experience. Arduino is an inexpensive electronic board that lets you create your own electronics without much coding experience. We love
arduino, but like other electronic projects, with ideas for what to build it's hard. Whether you're just looking for inspiration or just need a place to start, let's take a look at the ten coolest Arduino projects. The annual Consumer Electronics Exhibition is underway, which means thousands of people have descended... Read more10. Wake Up
Small Small Weather an easy way to track the weather? This Arduino project uses the Adafruit HUZZAH board (which runs arduino) and a small OLED graphic display to show off the current weather, today's highs, and tomorrow's weather. Plus, it's small, and everyone loves small electronics.9. Building a CONTROLLERMIDI MIDI
controller is a great way to control different sounds on your computer using physical hardware. It's a pretty old technology and you can buy all sorts of cool little MIDI controllers from almost any music store. But if you don't want to go out and buy a MIDI controller and be like everyone else, you can make your own with Arduino. You have to
3D print your own case if you want to look snazzy like this, but if not, it's made with off-the-shelf components. Once you build it, you'll be able to control all the beats, beeps, and boops via USB. G/O Media may get a commissionBlitzWolf 10 LED Ring Kit8. Add a Fingerprint Scanner to your Garage Door OpenerGarage is boring. If you
want to spice it up a bit, splice in the fingerprint scanner to trigger open the door. It may come as no surprise that this is a rather complicated project, but the end result is so cool that it is difficult to put forward. If that's too much for you, you can always control that garage door with an Arduino and a smartphone instead.7. Keep Your Cat Off
the Counter with Auto-Trigger Spray GunSometimes, the best Arduino projects are the most ridiculous. The point is, the gun sprays this motion detector. The idea is simple: when detecting movement, a spray gun is activated. This is the perfect way to keep your cat off the counter or away from furniture.6. Create your own Arduino Arduino
Beauty is that it is open source, which means you can make your own quite easily with the off-the-shelf section. This one only takes about $5 worth of parts and when you finish building it you will have a much better understanding of exactly how the Arduino works. If this particular project is too big for you, this one is pocket-sized.5. Add
Motion-Triggered Night Lights Under BedNobody like to bump into things when they wake up in the middle of the night, but turning on the bedside lights isn't a great experience either. The project solved that problem by connecting the LED lights under the bed, then triggering them with motion controllers and Arduino. This way, you don't
have to worry about blinding yourself when you wake up, but you still won't experience everything.4. Mute Every Phrase You Want on TVSick You heard about Kim Kardashian, Star Wars, or Donald Trump? It's enough to mute your TV when it detects any word or phrase monitor the written text. This will unmute after 30 seconds as long
as the word or phrase is no longer mentioned. You can program it to block any phrase you want, making tv viewing time much more Adding a Ambilight Sensor to your LCD Screen A little bleeding on the LCD screen is a great way to make watching movies a little more immersive. You can add your own with Arduino and the end result is a
killer movie watching system that you build yourself.2. Build a Robot ArmIf you really want to learn a lot of different Arduino related skills with one project, the robot arm is a great place to start. You'll learn programming, construction basics, breadboarding, and more. Plus, you get a cool robot arm out of it. 1. Create a Fully Functional
Computer Control PanelThe director wants to use your computer like the control panel in a sci-fi movie? Reddit user smashcuts do, which is why he built one himself. As you can see from the picture, there is a lot going on in this project, but Arduino is the brains behind it all. Beyond that, it's all about setting up multiple USB controllers,
multiple lights, and adding the number of switches needed to control everything from screen preference to volume. Lifehacker's Weekend Roundup gathers our best guides, explanations, and other posts on specific subjects so you can handle big projects with ease. For more information, see our Weekend Roundup and Top 10 tags. Class
Central is supported by students. When you buy through a link on our site, we may earn affiliate commissions. University of California, Irvine via Coursera 527 Write review Arduino Courses Internet of Things Courses C Courses The Arduino is an open-source computer hardware/software platform for building digital devices and interactive
objects that can sense and control the physical world around them. In this class you will learn how the Arduino platform works in terms of physical boards and libraries and IDE (integrated development environment). You'll also learn about the shield, which is a smaller board connected to the main Arduino board to perform other functions
such as feeling the light, heat, GPS tracking, or providing a user interface view. The course will also include programming Arduino using C code and accessing pins on boards through software to control external devices. Please note that this course does not include discussion forums. After completing this course, you will be able to: 1.
Outline the composition of the arduino development board 2. Explain what it means to program board 3 firmware. Read the plank scheme 4. Install Arduino IDE 5. Explain what shields are and how they are used 6. Specify the role of the library in the use of shield 7. Develop and run program 8. Name C Variables and Type 9. General
operator name C 10. Use conditionals and loop 11. Explain their definition and calling 12. Explain the implications of global variable 13. Carried out the construction process of Arduino 14. Describe the role of the tool behind IDE 15. Describes how to call a function in 16. Explain the sketch structure of Arduino 17. Arduino pin access 18.
Distinguish between digital pins and analog 19. Debug embedded software 20. Explain the importance of control and obedience in debugging process 21. Describe the common debugging architecture for embedded system 22. Explain how the Serial UART 23 communication protocol works. Explain how the Arduino Serial library
communicates the Arduino Environment -This module provides an introduction to the Arduino environment consisting of three things: arduino boards, Arduino IDE, and Arduino-compatible shields along with their libraries. We first investigated the board, discussing all its key components, inputs and outputs. We discuss how each
component is used and we check the plank scheme to see how they are connected. We then discussed the Arduino Integrated Development Environment (IDE) which is used primarily for writing, compiling, and uploading code. We surveyed the IDE interface and discussed how to install and use it. We also examined the use of shields to
extend the functionality of Arduino-based systems. We discuss how shield libraries provide useful abstractions to facilitate programming. C Programming - This module includes the basics of the C programming language to be used to write code for arduino. This course first covers basic syntax, variables, and types. Most basic C operators
are presented. Conditional statements (if, switch) and loops (temporary, for) are described. The concept of a function is presented together with how to define and call a function. The creation and use of global variables is described. Arduino Program -This module describes the composition of arduino programs, or sketches, and the
processes compiled and uploaded. Arduino IDE is a user interface for software tools that actually compile and upload programs. We describe the use of these tools in the build process. We explain the basic structure of the sketch, including the use of the setup() and loop() functions. Arduino's main interface is through its Pins, so we
explain how to access those pins from sketches. Module 4 – This module is an introduction to debugging software embedded in the Arduino. We discussed the basic debugging requirements: control and observation. The debugging environment available for Arduino UNO is limited, so we explained how to use the UART communication
protocol to gain control and observation. We present the use of serial libraries to communicate with Arduino through serial monitors. 2.8 ranking, based on 12 Central Sort Central Sort Classes Ranked highest to lowest ranked lowest to highest Start your review of The Arduino Platform and C Programming Programming
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